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The Effects of pH on Fungicide Effectiveness

The pH of the spray solution can
have a significant effect on the
performance of certain fungicides.

Therefore, it is important to monitor
the pH of the spray solution.

With the benzimidazole fungicides
(Tersan 1991, Fungo 50, Cleary 3336),
the parent compound is not toxic to
fungi. It is after you have applied the
spray to the plants that these materials
break down into a fungicidal compound.
The process of decomposition to the
fungicidal breakdown product is more
rapid when the spray preparation is in
the acid range.

A pH range of 7.5 to 8.5 is common in
untreated water throughout North
America. The pH of water treated for
urban use often falls between 9.0 and 9.5.

The active ingredients of some pesticide
formulations undergo hydrolysis to non-
toxic compounds when the spray prepa-
ration is alkaline. Hydrolysis is an irre-
versible chemical reaction in which the
hydroxyl ions in the water interact with
the pesticide in such a manner as to
break it down into a non-toxic com-
pound.

Even in instances in which the active
ingredient component of a fungicide for-
mulation is stable under alkaline con-
ditions, there is still the possibility that
in this pH range, the general makeup of
the total formulation may become altered.

Of the various pesticide groups, insec-
ticides are more prone to alkaline hydrol-
ysis than fungicides. The organophos-
phates, carbamates, and synthetic
pyrethroids are particularly sensitive to
breakdown when the spray solution is
alkaline.

Fungicide Research
In recent years, field research has

been conducted to determine the effect
of acid and alkaline pH levels of spray
tank preparations. Seven standard tur-
fgrass fungicides were tested on their abil-
ity to control Sclerotinia dollar spot of
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'Penneagle' bentgrass. Disease control
among the various pH treatments was
compared on the basis of initial' reduc-
tion in disease incidence and how long
the control lasted.

The fungicides tested in these trials
were Vorlan, Dyrene, Rubigan, Daconil
2787, Chipco 26019, Banner and Bayleton.
Additives were used to adjust the indi-
vidual tank preparations to pH 3.5, 6.5
and 9.5 respectively. A portion of each
spray preparation was applied to the grass
immediately, and the remainder stored
for 24 hours at 71 degrees F and then
used. The results of these studies showed
the following.

o The initial preparations of Chipco
26019, Vorlan, Banner and Bayleton
are tank stable in the pH 3.5 to 9.5
range. Also, storage for 24 hours at
these pH levels apparently does not
alter the disease control effectiveness of
this group of fungicides.

o Dyrene is alkaline sensitive. At
pH 9.5, the effectiveness of the initial tank
preparation drops rapidly. However, if
the spray preparation is in an acid range
(pH 3.5 to 6.5) and ifyou use it at the time
it is made up, there will not be a reduc-
tion in disease control potential. Ifyou
allow Daconil2787 to stand for 20 hours
before you apply it, regardless of the
pH of the preparation, it will lose a sig-
nificant amount of its fungicidal prop-
erties.

o The pH of the spray preparation does
not have an immediate effect on the
disease control potential of Dyrene.
However, if these preparations are held
for 20 hours before use, a major drop in
their disease control effectiveness can
occur at both acid and alkaline pH lev-
els.

o Ifyou use Rubigan at the time you
prepare it, its disease control potential
will not be affected by pH. Also, spray
preparations of this material that are
stored for 24 hours at pHs from 6.5 to 9.5
will retain their initial disease control

effectiveness. However, if you allow
Rubigan to stand for 24 hours at pH
3.5, it can lose a significant amount of its
potential for disease control.

Monitoring pH
A properly ordered pesticide operation

is one that includes monitoring the pH
levels of the spray preparations. Know
the degree of pH stability of the active
ingredient and the formulation as a
whole for each pesticide being used in the
spray program.

Determining and recording the pH
should be a standard procedure for every
spray preparation. Owning a pH meter
is not a luxury, It is a must for you to carry
out the pesticide spray program properly.

On a weekly basis, check the pH of the
water you are using to prepare the
spray. This information will enable the
operator to assess the water's poten-
tial for hydrolyzing the various spray
materials.

However, the most important pH
reading is the one made on the pesticide
preparation itself. The reason for this is
that some formulations of pesticides
contain buffering agents that offset the
alkalinity that exists in water in some
areas. For example, Dyrene and Daconil
2787 contain buffers. Base your decision
on whether or not to acidify the prepa-
ration on the pH reading of the spray mix-
ture, not the pH of the water alone.

If it does prove to be necessary to
acidify the spray preparation, a com-
mercially prepared adjuvant for that
purpose, such as Spray-Aide (Miller
Chemical Co., Hanover, PA) is preferred
over the use of muriatic acid. 0

Dr. Houston B. Couch is professor of
Plant Pathology at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, Blacksburg,
VA. This article was reprinted from
"Maximizing the Effectiveness of
Fungicides," published by Milliken
Chemicals.
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By W. R. (Bill) Chestnut

Ballfield grooming needs to provide
a safe and acceptable play area
that also looks good to stadium

management and the ballgame view-
ers. Providing an infield that yields con-
sistent bounces while still staying with-
in a limited budget is a constant challenge.

Often, the infield area is a specially
combined media mix, installed when the
field was constructed. The outfield area
tends to be natural soil that was in
place before construction began. These
two field areas may have different
drainage and water retention patterns,
and require strikingly different main-
tenance procedures.

Gentlemen.
Start Your
Daubers

• •

Christy's®
Red Hot Blue Glue®

The most powerful PVC
solvent cement available today.

Check out our
full line of solvents.

ill
T. Christy Enterprises

403 West Brenna Lane
Orange, CA 92667
l-BOO-BLU-GLUE
FJlX:714-771-3029
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Grooming Baseball Fields:
Tips and Techniques

Skinned areas should be maintained
for firmness, footing uniformity, and
resilience.

The composite soil make-up of the
skinned areas varies from 80-percent cal-
cined clay and 20-percent sand to 80-per-
cent sand and 20-percent calcined clay.
Other variations include agricultural
lime for baseline areas and blue clay for
the pitcher's mound. Prior to the begin-
ning of play each year, you must bring
these skinned areas up to standards,
which usually requires adding more
material.

Typically, your maintenance routine
would include daily light waterings on
the skinned surface to maintain softness
and scarifying to enhance resilience.
Fill, roll, or tamp low spots or infirm areas
as necessary. If the soil surface is too wet
for play, you can scarify the field to
accelerate drying or apply additional
calcined clay products to further accel-
erate the drying process.

The baselines are often worked early
in the morning to take advantage of
the moisture from the dew. If moisture
is insufficient, you can lightly water
the area to achieve the desired consis-
tency.
Maintenance Methods

One method of working the baseline
area is to use a hand rake. Some
groundskeepers prefer to rake lengthwise
to avoid kicking clay onto the grass.
Rake lightly, just scratching the sur-
face enough to fill in any holes. After rak-
ing' you can firm the baseline with a turf
roller, especially in the areas of heavi-
est wear-between home and first and
first and second bases.

Most groundskeepers use some sort
of drag for grooming. Field drags may be
old boards or nail drags made of railroad
ties with approximately 1,000 nails in
them. Use these on the skinned areas of
the field and around the mound.

Keep field finishers or drags away from
the adjacent turf to ensure that a lip does
not form in the grass. Remove any soil

that is kicked onto the grass. A stiff
bristle broom, flat shovel, high pres-
sure hose or leaf rake will do the job.

When you use a broom or leaf rake,
the soil is pulled inward toward the
baseline. Some field managers prefer
a shovel to a broom because they feel the
broom tends to push the clay back into
the grass. If you use a hose and nozzle
to blow the clay off the grass edge, be care-
ful to keep from forming lumps and
ridges in the grass.

To avoid creating a lip, make a grass
edge cleaning procedure part of daily field
care. Ifnecessary, repeat the procedure
after pre-game batting and infield prac-
tice.

Some field managers will remove the
lip by aerating over the problem area, and
then rolling it out. If an extensive field
lip has been created, you may need
more drastic measures. To renovate
such areas, use a sod cutter to cut the sod
back along the baselines. Remove the sod
and excess dirt. Use a level to replace the
sod at the proper height. You can use the
same procedure on the area around the
pitcher's mound.

When conditions are especially hot and
dry, it may be beneficial to attach brooms
to the back of the traditional nail drag.
This allows the nails to dig in well and
the broom to smooth and finish the clay
in the same step. This method seems to
help counteract the compaction a heavy
tractor pulling the drag can cause. You
can follow with a second dragging with
a screen drag to create the same cush-
ion effect.

When standing water remains on
the skinned areas, you can pull a long hose
over the area to remove it. Do this as early
in the day as possible. If necessary,
work a calcined clay conditioner into
the baseline pathes to absorb excess
water that the hose can not remove.

Later in the day, dragging and turf-
rolling will firm the surface. A second
dragging will put on the finish. You can
improve skinned areas that harden
quickly and stay wet for long periods by



incorporating a soil conditioner into the
top two inches of clay. When rain is
threatening, some groundskeepers pre-
fer not to open up the clay by dragging
until about an hour prior to practice.

Put the final finish on the skinned sur-
faces before each game. For the final fin-
ish, hand rake with a specially con-
structed drag or field finisher. Apply
the finish in a spiraling motion, starting
at first base working toward third base,
in a clockwise or counterclockwise motion.
Reverse the patterns each time to pre-
vent uneven spots.

Using Riding Bunker Rakes
When personnel hours are at a pre-

mium, riding sand rakes, such as the John
Deere 1200 Bunker and Field Rake,
can speed the process. Riding sand rakes
enable the user to groom and put a fin-
ish on ball fields in considerably less time
than raking by hand. The operator can
even attach a small gang drive reel
mower and mow the field.

Using the field rake, scarify the
skinned areas 1/2-inch deep with the nar-
row scarifier attachment. The condi-
tioner rake also should be in the down
position to loosen the soil surface and
accelerate drying. You can fill in any low
spots by using the 60-inch-wide alu-
minum blade.

Avoid the grassy areas of the field when
dragging, scarifying and finishing to
avoid creating a lip at the grass edge. You
can pull an aerator behind the rake to aer-
ate and relieve the lip. If the field does
not dry sufficiently, use the conditioner
rake to apply the final finish. When the
field is dry, use the rear-mounted field
finisher for this final step. Apply the final
finish in a spiraling motion just as you
would using self-built drags.

Checking the Grade
Grade conditions may have gradual-

ly altered over the years, affecting
drainage. Use a scraper blade for chang-
ing the grade of an area or when you ren-
ovate a field. You can accomplish addi-
tional field care projects quickly and
easily by using the a field rake.

During the playing season, check
field dimensions every two to three
weeks, depending on growing condi-
tions. Stretch a string along the baselines
and diamond to provide a straight edge.
You can use a power edger or sod cutter
to recut sharp lines.

Early in the season when there is
more grass to remove, you can use a
hoe to dig out grassy clumps and the fill

John Deere 1200Bunker and Field Rake at work on the warning track of
Wrigley Field.

in low areas with clay. Keeping the clay
and grass flush with each other will
allow the ball to roll true. In the off-sea-
son, you can use glyphosate after the edg-
ing procedure to spot treat grass clumps.

The Pitcher's Mound
The pitcher's mound is usually con-

structed of a firmer clay than the rest of
the field. Keeping the mound completely
flat around the rubber allows the pitch-
er to step from the rubber and remain on
level ground. You can maintain the
mound edges at an approximate 45-
degree angle down to the infield.

You can bury mats underneath the clay
of both the pitcher's mound and home
plate to help prevent players from caus-
ing extensive damage to the field by
digging deep holes. With the flat side of
an aluminum rake, you can fill in the bat-
ter's boxes and catcher's holes.

After each period of play, sweep loose

dirt from the foot holes in the mound and
batter's boxes, lightly wet the depressions,
add fresh material and tamp down. If
problem areas require more than one layer
of material, wet and tamp each layer as
you apply it. Maintain bullpens in the
same manner. Where possible, wet down
and cover the mounds until the next
practice or game.

Ideally, ball fields will be equipped with
irrigation systems. With or without
automated irrigation, adjust watering to
weather conditions and field use. Keeping
turf moist enough for proper growth
while keeping the baselines dry is a
continuing problem. Highly used areas,
such as the grass around home plate, need
additional water to combat stress. 0

W. R. (Bill) Chestnut is Marketing
Coordinator for the Golf & Turf Products
Divison of John Deere.

UNIQUE PRODUCTS FOR THE
GOLF COURSE AND TURF INDUSTRY
* Level-EEZ- Raise Sunken Sprinkler Heads

No Digging * Infiltrometers
* Aqua Quick Couplers * Soil Profile Samplers
* Moisture Sensors * Penetrometers
* Digital Thermometers * pH Meters

Aqua Quick

<: ;;REENSTATE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
P.O. Box 21663 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33335
1-800-654-8492 FAX 305-524-6431
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PRODUCT UPDATE
DEEP-TINED AERATOR

Verti-Drain's Model 005.120 deep-
tined aerator penetrates to a 10-inch
depth with the same soil shattering fea-
ture of its 12- and 16-inch-deep models.
It attaches to small tractors with a min-
imum of 17-hp at the PTO.

The Model 005.120 offers both solid
tines that can be used to a 10-inch depth
and hollow tines, which can be used to
a seven-inch depth. Tines are available
in 1/2- and 3/4-inch-diameter sizes.

The unit has a working width of 48
inches. Like other Verti-Drain machines,
it has a recommended operating speed
of.5 mph.
VERTI-DRAIN
Circle130 on Postage Free Card

REEL MOWERS
Shattuck Turf Equipment's reel mow-

ers are available in six sizes ranging from
11- to 50-feet in width. These durable
mowers feature a positive belt lock sys-
tem, heavy-duty reel construction, zero-
turning radius, sectional pivoting frame
and independent floating mowers.
SHATTUCK TURF EQUIPMENT
Circle 131 on Postage Free Card

FERTILIZER
Green Grade fertilizer from Milorganite

is the same analysis as regular grade. The
size of the fertilizer granule is produced
in very tight dimension specifications.
Fertilizer loss due to pick up in the
mower's catch baskets is negligible.
MILORGANITE
Circle 132 on Postage Free Card
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CLASSIFIEDS
ATHLETIC FIELDS REBUILT

Baseball, Football,Soccer Fields rebuiltand sod-
ded with BLUEGRASS SOD. COST: a 160' x
360' Football field is $20,000 plus or minus 20%
depending on local conditions within 150 miles
of Pittsburgh. CONSULTING on improving
and maintaining existing fields.

VICNOR FARMS, INC.
Connoquenesing, PA 16027

1-800-842-0461

STOLON PLANTING SERVICE

We plant LARGE turf areas mechanically.
From Sod to planted stolons in seconds.

FAST*ECONOMICAL *PROVEN

Call or write for brochure
and specifications:

FLANNIGAN Stolon Planting Service

1462 Keys Place, Vista, CA 92083
OFF: (619)630-8910-FAX: (619)945-6783

Seeking that Perfect Putting Green?
My systematic "Agronomic"

Approach to Golf Green
Maintenance will achieve

immediate results ....
GUARANTEED!

Call:Greg Fox 714-640-1186
Golf Course Superintendent

O.A.C. Lie. #45404
P.C.A. Lic. #06993

M.S. Agronomy, U. of KY "75

PENNSYLVANIA GROWN SOD
PENNCROSS Bentgrass (available soil-free)
shipped up to 1,000 miles via our trucks-fork-
lift unloaded. Fourway blend of Bluegrass and
Bluegrass/Ryegrass shipped up to 300 miles.
Quality products and prompt deliveries -
Twentyfive years of experience.

VIC NOR FARMS, INC.
Connoquenessing, PA 16027

1-800-842-0461

TRIMS
THE WORLD LEADER IN

GROUNDS MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE

Call or write today for your FREE
Demo Disk and Literature to see
what TRIMS can do for youl

LABB Systems/Software
6018 East Osborn Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85251

(800)733-9710

CLASSIFIED ADS
WORK! CALL PAM

(818) 781-8300

,
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Peters®Technology
Packs Pure Performance

InEvery Drop.
Now, Peters brings cutting edge
technology to turf and land-
scape managers.

Peters" Water Soluble
Fertilizers are engineered with
purer, higher quality ingre-
dients to rigorous standards.
This guarantees safer, more
effective performance - from
bag to bag, application after
application. And Peters is 100%
soluble, with no residuals to
clog or damage equipment.

Regardless of the formula-
tion you choose, each application
of Peters provides the exact
ratio of all necessary nutrients.
So you can quickly and safely
make your best looking greens
and tees look even better. And,
turn problem areas into lush,
green expanses.

For more than 40
years, Peters technicians
have perfected the devel-
opment of high quality

soluble fertilizers. Now, Peters
is the standard of excellence

for turf and
landscape man-

agers, too.
Contact

your Grace-Sierra
distributor or

call us toll-free at
1-800-492-8255.

And get the edge
of Peters technology

working for you.
© 1990 Grace-Sierra Horticultural Products Company. Peters is a registered trademark of Grace-Sierra Horticultural Products Company.
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